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BioLogic introduces the world’s thinnest 
bike-mountable iPhone case, ready  
for the iPhone 6s and 6s Plus
September 15th, 2015—Biologic, one of the world’s leading designers of bicycle and 
smartphone accessories, introduces the newest and slimmest addition to its growing 
collection of bike-mount phone cases, the ThinCase for iPhone 6 and 6s. 

The ThinCase is an elegant minimalist iPhone case designed to be equally at home in a 
boardroom or on a bicycle. It’s durable, feels supple and luxurious like leather, and mounts 
securely on bike handlebars using BioLogic’s AnchorPoint system. 

BioLogic’s existing ecosystem of bike-mount cases cover a range of uses, from riding in the 
rain to mountain-biking. The ThinCase brings the extremely secure mounting-technology of 
the AnchorPoint to an every-day case with universal design appeal. “Smartphones make 
cycling better, whether for navigating the unexplored, or tracking health and fitness,” 
says Eric Mah, BioLogic Brand Manager. “Thanks to the ThinCase’s design, we’ve made a 
crossover product that marries style and performance.”

The ThinCase is designed with discreet bike-mount points, recessed into the edge of the 
case, so users won’t notice them until they need them. The award winning AnchorPoint 
mounting system is also universally compatible with any standard camera tripod mount, 
meaning it’s easy to attach to motorcycle and scooter handlebars, or car windshield 
mounts. Plus, the ThinCase fits perfectly in the BioLogic WeatherCase for rainy day use. 
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“At BioLogic, we love the perfected industrial design of the iPhone,” says Mah. “With the 
ThinCase, we found a way to enhance it by adding an amazing new function, without 
changing the form or adding bulk.”

The BioLogic ThinCase has an MSRP of $29.95, including the AnchorPoint mount. It’s 
available for iPhone 6(s) and iPhone 6(s) Plus in red, brown and black colorways from 
BioLogic dealers worldwide and www.premiumbikegear.com

BioLogic offers a full line of weather protection cases for smartphones including the 
WeatherCase, Bike Mount, Dry Bag and Hard Case.

ThinCase Photos:

goo.gl/ln6HtM

ThinCase Video:

https://youtu.be/nOPG0mhp5Hk

ThinCase Product-Website:

http://www.thinkbiologic.com/products/thincase-iphone-case
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youtube.com/thinkbiologic

facebook.com/thinkbiologic 

twitter.com/thinkbiologic

At BioLogic our mission is to get more people cycling for everyday transport by developing gear that 
makes cycling safer, more comfortable, and more convenient. BioLogic is committed to sustain-
able systems, and donates at least 1% of net profits every year to various social and environmental 
causes. www.thinkbiologic.com
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